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MCLANE – RIVERSIDE CA (2) - POWER QUALITY REPORTS
On August 11th, 2021, Basic Power conducted a Power Quality Analysis of the utility electric supply and consumer
electrical load at the McLane facility located in Riverside, CA.
Basic Power’s technician, Glenn Plencner, a Master Electrician of the RLP Group, installed a utility grade Dranetz
power meter on the building’s electrical service at Meter V349N-002715 to diagnose the following elements.
Voltage & Current RMS, AVG, Deviation and Waveforms of each phase.
Apparent, Active, Reactive Energy and Demand power of each phase.
Time Variation of Voltage, Current and Frequency.
Voltage and Current Harmonics (DC-11th) and Time Variation of THD
Data was gathered over a 60 minute period and analyzed to look for PQ issues that could impact equipment
performance, maintenance, component failure and overall power consumption.
Voltage Unbalance
The Voltage Unbalance on this service showed an average unbalance of 0.64 with a maximum unbalance of 0.77.
The Management Standard (ANSI C84.1-2020) for Voltage Unbalance is a maximum of 2% (NEMA MG1
recommends 1%) which would cause an 8% increase in heat in the windings of a 3 Phase electric motor.
Excessive heat can melt the insulation of motor windings. The Voltage Unbalance of this service, at this location,
was within acceptable limits for the duration of this analysis.
Current Unbalance
Voltage Unbalance causes Current Unbalance. Current Unbalance can also occur (without Voltage Unbalance) in
older equipment where there is a build-up of dirt or carbon on contacts or other defects that increase resistance
on one or more phases. More current will flow on the phases that have lower resistance and this will cause
increased heat in motor windings.
The Current Unbalance analysis of this service showed an average unbalance of 4.32% with a maximum
unbalance of 5.74%.
The Management Standard for Current Unbalance is 30% on a 3 Phase system with higher unbalance causing
significant power losses and heat. For energy efficiency purposes, the desired Current Unbalance is a maximum
of 10% because at 33% the power losses in a 3 Phase System are 16%.
Basic Power’s technology, TruWatts® will balance both Voltage and Currents within the cycle of its
Reactor/Capacitor (LC) circuit and star-point configured circuitry of the output capacitor storage. By
creating a more balanced voltage and current load across three phases our technology will reduce motor
heat and power losses. Typical energy savings benefits from phase balancing are <3%.
Voltage Sags, Surges and Transient Spikes.
The assessment of the data related to the utility supplied voltage reveals some small voltage deficiencies which
are within the 10% variable ranges. These deficiencies are transient and do not represent serious under or over
voltage issues. For a 480V system the Utility Voltage should be 277V (+/- 10%) per phase.
Average Volts
Phase A
266.82 (-3.67%)
Phase B
268.36 (-3.11%)
Phase C
270.18 (-2.46%)

Min Volts
255.24 (-7.85%)
256.81 (-7.28%)
257.24 (-7.13%)
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Max Volts
271.61 (-1.94%)
273.32 (-1.32%)
275.17 (-0.66%)

Due to the short sampling period of 60 minutes no transient sags or surges were recorded but these incidences
are to be expected during under normal circumstances and should be anticipated.
Deviations to the desirable voltage values in the form of sags, surges and spikes can originate from the utility or
from the switching of equipment and loads within a facility.
Basic Power’s technology, TruWatts® absorbs electrical spikes and surges within its tuned reactor,
diverts some of that power to its capacitor storage and throws the excess to ground before it can harm
sensitive components such as frequency drives, battery back-up and lighting ballasts, or disrupt the
operation of equipment. In situations where there is a transient voltage sag, that can cause unwanted
shutdowns of electrical equipment, TruWatts® supplies the missing voltage to the load from its stored
energy. Though eliminating voltage sags does not reduce energy bills it does prevent interruptions to
plant processes that occur due to unplanned shutdowns. Shutdowns can be particularly troublesome
where maintaining a predetermined pressure or temperature of a process or piece of equipment or
location is required.
In addition to the reactor’s clamping action, each TruWatts® contains a Transient Voltage Surge
Suppressor PCB comprising of an Arc Suppressor/Snubber Network containing multiple snubbers and
varistors to provide whole building surge protection and clamping of nuisance power spikes. Though the
TVSS will not reduce your energy bill it can prevent costly replacement of components and equipment
that would be damaged by surges larger than 600V such as nearby lightning events.
KW Demand
Average kWh/h
272.0

Min kWh/h
129.3

Max kWh/h (Peak)
350.2

Because TruWatts® can “snub” (or clip/shave) demand spikes that are generated from the operation of
electrical equipment within a facility, by providing a source of stored electrical energy, it is able to reduce
the kW and kVA value used by the utility company to calculate demand charges. KW demand charges are
calculated by the highest average demand in a 15 minute cycle so by reducing the demand spikes in this
cycle the utility demand calculation is lowered. We estimate that demand spikes will be reduced on this
service by 8% because of the energy serves within the TruWatts® that is available to the motor load
before the motor seeks more energy from the utility supply.
Power Factor
Power Factor is the ratio of Active Power KW (working power) to Apparent Power kVA (demand). Power Factor is
a measure of the efficiency of the available power within an electrical system where the maximum value is 1.0 (or
Unity). The main reason for the low power factor is because of an inductive load. The current in the inductive load
lags behind the voltage. Three-phase induction motors (which operate at a 0.8 lagging power factor), transformer,
lamps and welding equipment all operate at low lagging power factors.
PHASE A
0.831%

PHASE B
0.770%

PHASE C
0.775%

The average Power Factor is 0.792 which falls below the Management Standard of 0.95.
A low power factor can result in higher utility bills due to power factor penalties and demand charges.
Electric utilities charge for demand based on the highest demand in kilowatts (KW) or a percentage of the highest
demand in KVA, whichever is greater. If the power factor is low, the percentage of the measured KVA will be
significantly greater than the KW demand.
Some utility companies do not impose penalties but then, in fact, socialize the penalty by raising the kWh and/or
kW demand rates for all customers because the utility must then install large PF correction banks in substations
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or on feeders to support the low PF of some customers.
Sometimes a power factor penalty is indirect. For example, in a straight kVA demand rate there is nothing that
explicitly mentions a power factor penalty. But a poor power factor will result in a higher kVA for a given kW of
load, so there is an implicit power factor penalty built into that rate.
Basic Power’s technology, TruWatts® improves Power Factor by creating capacitance within its LC
circuit to reduce Reactive Power (KVAR) created by inductive loads. Given the low Power Factor seen at
this location we estimate improvements in Power Factor to .95 for each service based upon the KVAR
supplied by a 480-3 unit to correct the PF.
Power Factor Correction provides multiple benefits including increased system capacity, improved
voltage, and reduced system losses in addition to reducing KVA and KW demand charges where these
are applied to the facility’s utility bill.
A low Power Factor will result in reduced efficiency of the power purchased from the utility in addition to
additional heat in motors and components because of higher currents. Higher currents in turn reduce the
voltage at the equipment. By optimizing the Power Factor, TruWatts® creates efficiencies within the
electrical service though these may only result in an additional 1% kWh savings in overall power
consumption.
Harmonics
The utility supplied power is generated at the Fundamental Frequency of 60Hz. This power arrives to your facility
in the shape of a smooth waveform which is typical of an Alternating Current (AC) supply. Harmonic distortions to
the Fundamental are the results of non-linear (square or step waveforms) generated by Direct Current (DC)
equipment connected to the electrical outlets, large DC motors connected to the main distribution panel, variable
speed and variable frequency drives installed on equipment, rectifiers, switching power supplies, inverter based
heat pumps and LED lighting.
Harmonic distortions reduce the efficiency of the electrical power, as they increase in value, as this proportion of
the energy cannot be utilized by electrical equipment designed to work on the 60HZ Fundamental Frequency. It is
considered unproductive electrical “noise”. Worse still, the lower order of harmonics i.e., 3,5,7,9 and 11 create
heat in components and wiring and impact the smooth and efficient running of inductive motors.
Analysis of the Power Quality Report indicates that the Voltage Harmonics on each service is low, and within
limits (5%), but that there is room for improvement on the Current Harmonics. In most cases Voltage Harmonics
are caused by Current Harmonics.
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD) VOLTAGE
PHASE A
2.35%

PHASE B
2.53%

PHASE C
2.27%

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD) CURRENT
PHASE A
5.50%

PHASE B
5.20%

PHASE C
4.8%

IEEE Standard 519 recommends a maximum of 4% Current Harmonics for orders up to the 11th harmonic. The
highest harmonics for the three services are highlighted below.
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INDIVIDUAL CURRENT HARMONIC VALUES

A
B
C

3RD (180Hz)
0.4%
1.1%
0.9%

5th (300Hz)
13.3%
13.2%
12.9%

7th (420Hz)
4.8%
4.8%
4.6%

The 3rd Harmonic is a Zero Sequence harmonic of the Fundamental Frequency (60Hz). These harmonics
circulate between the phase, neutral and ground and are additive in nature. As the 3rd Harmonic increases in
value it causes a sharp increase in the current in the neutral conductor. Harmonics cause malfunctioning of
electronic parts, transformer heating, and malfunctioning of power factor correction capacitors.
The 5th Harmonic is a Negative Sequence Harmonic of the Fundamental Frequency (60Hz). These harmonics
create rotating magnetic fields in the opposite direction of the Fundamental Frequency, opposing the torque of
inductive motors and cause overheating and energy and power losses.
Generally, positive sequence harmonics like the 7th Harmonic are undesirable because they are responsible for
overheating of conductors, power lines and transformers due to the addition of the waveforms.
Basic Power’s technology, TruWatts® is a harmonic filter with a tuned reactor within an LC circuit that
acts as a Passive Harmonic Filter. With the addition of EMI filtering within the TVSS components
TruWatts® is a Third Order Filter, also known as a Pi Filter. TruWatts® is tuned to allow the Fundamental
Frequency (60Hz) to pass through but intercepts all the harmonic distortions and using a novel, patented
system, moves the harmonics from the lower orders, where they cause power quality issues, to much
higher orders where they can be cancelled.
By blocking the 3rd Harmonic, it is possible to achieve as much as 8% kWh savings on the impacted
phases, but typical reductions are 4%. Removing the 5th Harmonic will result in a typical kWh saving of
2% as motor efficiency is improved. Mitigating the 7th Harmonic also results in small kWh savings.
TruWatts® is designed to mitigate harmonics up to and including the 15th Harmonic which will also add
some nominal kWh savings as well as removing heat from electronic circuits.

SUMMARY
TruWatts® will provide the following power quality improvements that directly affect energy usage within a facility.
Harmonic Mitigation - Power Factor Correction - Sag & Surge Mitigation - Demand Clipping - Voltage
Optimization - Phase Balancing
Based upon the data collected and analyzed in the period of our assessment and the kWh and kW data
provided, Basic Power predicts 8% energy savings from the installation of two 480-3 TruWatts® models
and one 480-2 on this service.
An International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP) compliant Measurement and
Verification (M&V) assessment will be conducted by the RLP Group at installation of our equipment to provide
confirmation of the projected savings.
In addition to the energy savings, TruWatts® also provides additional benefits for the facility. These
include less maintenance on electrical equipment because of lower operational heat, reduced harmonic
distortions, transient current spike mitigation and voltage sag and surge mitigation together with
improved power factor.
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TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
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General Safety
The diagrams in this manual may be indicated without covers or safety shields to show
details. Replace the covers or shields before operating the Basic Power TruWatts®
unit and run the unit according to the instructions described in this manual.
Read and understand this manual before installing, operating, or servicing this unit.
TheBasic Power Unit must be installed according to this manual and local codes.
Electrical Shock Hazard
Do not connect or disconnect wiring while the power is on.
Failure to comply will result in death or serious injury.
Before servicing, disconnect all power to the Basic Power TruWatts® unit. The internal
capacitor remains charged even after the power supply is turned oﬀ. After shutting oﬀ
the power,wait for at least 60 seconds for the electrical energy in the capacitors to
bleed out before removing the acrylic safety covers.
Do not attempt to modify or alter the Basic Power TruWatts® unit in any way.
Failure to comply could result in death or serious injury.
Basic Power Inc. is not responsible for any modification of the product made by the
user. This product must not be modified.
Do not allow unqualified personnel to install the Basic Power Unit.
Failure to comply could result in death or serious injury.
Maintenance, inspection, and replacement of parts must be performed only by
authorized personnel familiar with installation, adjustment and maintenance of the
Basic Power Unit.
Do not remove covers or touch components or wires while the power is on.
Failure to comply could result in death or serious injury.
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Fire Hazard
Do not use an improper voltage source.
Failure to comply could result in death or serious injury by fire.
Verify that the rated voltage of the drive matches the voltage of the incoming powersupply before
applying power.
Crush Hazard
The Basic Power TruWatts® unit models weigh up to 300lbs and should be raised above ground
level using appropriate mechanical lifting equipment and supervised at alltimes until permanently
installed on wall or rack.
Failure to comply could result in death or serious injury from falling loads.

Mechanical Installation
The Basic Power TruWatts® unit is provided within a Hammond electrical panel enclosure designed for
installation on the interior of a building. For installation on the exterior of a building, please request a
custom enclosure from Basic Power Inc.
The Basic Power TruWatts® unit should be installed in a vertical orientation so that the internalcircuit
breaker is positioned at the top right of the device and all enclosure warning labels are orientated
correctly for normal reading.
The Basic Power TruWatts® unit can be rack mounted or mounted directly to a wall using the
appropriate hardware for the specified weight of the unit.
Enclosure details are as follows:
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Product Specifications
Product
Attribute

Attribute Value

Enclosure
Mounting

Wall Mount

IP Rating

IP54

Material

Stainless Steel

NEMA Rating

NEMA 4X

Series

1418 Series

Type

Junction Box

UPC Code

623980386058

Hammond 1418 Series — Type 12 Mild Steel Wallmount Enclosure | ContinuousHinge Door with Clamps:
Cover and enclosure are finished in recoatable smooth ANSI 61 gray powder coating on the outside, with
white powder coating on the inside. Removable innerpanel is finished in white powder coating. Designed
to house electrical, electronic, hydraulic or pneumatic controls and instruments. Provides a degree of
protection from falling dirt, dust, oil and water.
Features:
Formed 14 gauge steel bodies and doors
Smooth, continuously welded seams without knockouts, cutouts or holes Door and body
stiffeners are provided in the larger enclosures for extra rigidityWelded brackets provide for
enclosure mounting
Formed lip on door and enclosure exclude flowing liquids and contaminantsContinuously
hinged door may be removed by pulling the hinge pin
Door is secured with easily operated stainless steel clampsProvision for
padlocking
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Oil resistant gaskets are permanently securedA
removable 12 gauge inner panel is included
Collar studs are provided for mounting inner panels
A bonding stud is provided on the door and a grounding stud is provided in theenclosure
A literature pocket is provided for the inside of the doorUL 508A Type
12 and 13
CSA Type 12 and 13
NEMA Type 12 and 13
JIC EGP-1-1967 unless markedIEC
60529, IP54
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Electrical Installation
The Basic Power TruWatts® unit must only be installed by a licensed electrician who is familiar with
the installation of the unit or is being supervised by another licensed electrician who has been trained
by Basic Power in the installation of the unit.
The Basic Power TruWatts® unit has an internal circuit breaker but must be connected to the building’s
electrical power source through the use of a 100 Amp 3 Pole Circuit Breakerlocated in the Main
Distribution Panel or Sub-Panel associated with the MDP. The exact connection location is determined
by Basic Power Inc. and/or the licensed electrician supervising the installation for Basic Power Inc.
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Important: A new ground rod must be installed at the location if the ground already installed is NOTless
than 5 Ohms. Otherwise, it is required to install a new ground rod that reaches 5 Ohms or less to ensure
the BPU functions properly.

New Ground Rod and Conductor must be used if existing ground is not verified.

1. The ground rod shall be 8-10 feet by 5/8-inch copper. No galvanized copper rods, no
aluminum wire. Copper wire is required.
2. The grounding conductor wire shall be THHN and sized according to theunit
Cut Sheet and have a grounding clamp for the rod.
3. The grounding conductor wire shall be as short as practicable and protected
where exposed to physical damage.
©Copyright 2017 - 18 Basic Power, Inc. All Rights Reserved.530
Seven Bridges Road, East Stroudsburg, PA 18301 Industrial Series
Grounding - Rev. 106
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Periodic Inspection & Maintenance
No Regular Maintenance
The Basic Power TruWatts® unit contains no firmware or software or moving parts and its operation is
controlled by the magnetic fields within its internal electromagnetic reactorand therefore this technology
does not require regular maintenance.
Visual Check - Internal Circuit Breaker
It is recommended that the unit is periodically inspected to ensure that it has not been switched oﬀ
accidentally or if it is suspected that the building has experienced an electrical surge either from the
utility power provider or a lightning event. In the event ofa surge or lightning strike on the building that
has entered the electrical system the internal circuit breaker may have tripped and would need to be
reset.
Visual Inspection - Capacitors
An annual visual check of the integrity of the capacitors is recommended to ensure thatthere is no
leakage of the oil from within the capacitor enclosure. In the event that leakage is observed a Basic
Power Inc. trained electrician will be provided to replace the faulty part under the five year Warranty
Protection.
Electrical Ground
An earth ground of 5 Ohms or less is required for the optimal operation of the Basic Power TruWatts®
unit and therefore a periodic testing of the electrical ground is recommendedusing a clamp-on ground
testing device.
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patents
10141096 Energy saving device with inductive capacitive reactor
9859049 System for reducing electrical consumption with triple core iterative transformers
20190139698 Electric appliances with inductive capacitive reactor
20190140611 Filter with inductive capacitive reactor for installed units
20190131064 Energy saving device with inductive capacitive reactor for high amp uses
20190103817 Inductor capacitive reactor
20180130598 Energy saving device with inductive capacitive reactor
20160322903 System for reducing electrical consumption with triple core iterative transformers

